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Exhibitors Prepare for
the Biggest III 1S Ever
It's big. Mo~e dllII 1.400 exhibitors
,are expected 10 display Ihe latest manufacturing technology evailable.
lit's big. Organizers expect anendancl to, equal the IMrS 9& record of
more than 120,000 visitors.
It's big. Exhibits will take up more
than 1.4 million square fell of space.
So why would anyone inl his right
mind want to go to Chicago. fight me
crowds and walk miles and miles
through booth after booth of exhibits?'
The answer is quite limp e. Nowhere
in the western hemispbere will you find
a more complete collection of the, manu'acturers and suppliers of the latest lin
machine tools, cutting lools lind services
lot' indllSlry.
TIIil yea,'l show will feature 101
pavilions loculing on areal of manufacturing ttcbnology. TIle pavilions include
Abrasive Machining. EDM. EnYironmental Safety. Factory Automation\ Gear
Generation, Lasers. Metal Cuning,
Metal Forming. Quality Assurance. and
Tooling & WCHtholding.
In addition, SME wil bold its
Manufacturing '98 technical ,conference in conjunction with the show. The
conference f.atures over 7D one- ,and
two-day courses and clinics en a variety of manufacturing topics.
Gear industry lupp'lierswill be we'll
represented II the show. For the second
lime. IMTS will feature I gear generalion pavilion. where most of the gear
machine and cutting 1001 manufacturers
will have their booths. The fallowing is
al ist of some of the booths that mighl be
of interest 10 gear manufacturln.
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dry bobbing with the new LC
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82 CNC
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'. 1.400+ 18)(:1'1 ibitors will fill 1.4 million squar,e feet of space,

.Predsi.on Systems Corporation
(Boodl B,I-7149)' manufactures CNC gear
M&M

• Attendance is expected to equal or exceed the record of more than 120.000 set
at IMlS96.
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process

control

systems

utilizing 1D, 3D and laser probe technolo-

• Registrallion and exhibitor information is available online at www.imts.ot:(lor bV
calliingAMT
The Association for Manufacturing Technol'og,y at 1800) 828-1469.
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• SME's Manufacturing: '98 technical conference will be held in conjunction with

threads,

IMfS. More than 70 technical courses andclillics. Visit www.sme',org,orcalll SME
at (BOO) 133-4163:lor more inlollDation.
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wheel are two new features

thai enhance

throughput.
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SU America (Booth B2-66S7) will fealure a CNC gear grinding machine •.which
the company says is accurate. flexible and
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